Corner detection is a fundamental step in image processing, and it takes an important role in target tracking, image stitching and three-dimension reconstruction. Harris algorithm is widely used in corner detection for simple calculation and its detection result is not affected by image rotation and light intensity changes. Harris algorithm uses integral differential mask to extract the image gradient, and the edges information remains in the low frequency part of images. When dealing with images with a large number of edge information, integral differential weakens the low frequency part of images obviously, thus the detection result is not really good. Besides, Harris algorithm does not have the property of scale-invariant. For these reasons, fractional differential and multiple scale-space method are put forward in this article to improve Harris algorithm. Experiments show that the detection result of improved algorithm is better than original Harris algorithm in dealing with images of much detailed information.
Introduction
Harris corner detection algorithm was put forward by Chris Harris, Mi ke Stephens in 1988. Detailed steps of Harris algorithm are as follows: 
Image regions can be classified according to the eigenvalues 1 2 ( , )   of the autocorrelation M.
• 1 2    and 1 0   . Both eigenvalues are big, and intensity variation is strong in all directions. This region is regarded as candidate corner.
• 1 2    and 1 0   . Both eigenvalues are small, and the intensity variation is negligible in every direction.
This region is considered to be plain.
•
One eigenvalue is big, and the other is small, and the intensity variation is strong in one direction. This region is thought to be edge.
The algorithm provides the following justification to measure the corner response function:
k is usually adopted from 0.04 to 0.06.
A point (x, y) is selected as a corner if its corresponding response function value is greater than a given threshold 1 t .
In order to improve the detection accuracy of Harris algorithm, many methods have been proposed. For example, a method of double-threshold was put forward to reduce false corners in detection result, and a multi-scale algorithm based on wavelet was presented to detect corners under different scales. Some researchers improved Harris algorithm using B spline curve, and so on. All these methods can improve Harris algorithm to some extent. This improvements proposed in this paper are based on fractional differential theory and the Gaussian theory, which is different from these methods presented above.
Improved Algorithm

Fractional Differential Mask
The purpose of this section is to introduce the basic theoretical background of fractional differential in signal processing and deduce the computation procedures of fractional differential mask.
The common definitions of fractional differential under Euclidean measurement are the Grünwald-Letnikov's definition, iemann-Liouville's definition and Caputo's definition. Among those definitions, Grünwald-Letnikov's definition is more easy to calculate because the only need coefficient is related to signal itself. Consequently, it is more applicable to image processing.
slope of its function. Similar to integral differential, fractional differential could enhance the high frequency part of the signal in some degree, but unlike integer order differential,while enhancing texture details in those areas that gray level does not change greatly, fractional differential can furthest preserve the low frequency part of the signal, and non-linearly keep high frequency edge areas that gray-value changes evidently. Fractional differential is better than integral differential in dealing with digital image with rich texture in theory.
Given that f(x) represent an energy signal and its arguments satisfy Dirichlet's conditions, and its v -order Grünwald-Letnikov-based fractional differential is defined as:
v is any real number (including fraction), and the duration of signal
Suppose a = 0 and divides the duration of f(x) into N equal parts, thus there are N + 1 nodes. The N + 1 causal pixels can describe as:
When dealing with digital image, we can depose noncausal pixels by expanding the verge in a periodical way. Then (2.1.2) can be rewritten as:
When N is big enough, (2.1.1) can be rewritten as:
(2.1.3) has introduced the signal value of f(x) on non-node, and using Lagrange3-point interpolation expression to get better precision.the following expression is captured:
and combine (2.14) with (2.1.5) we can get:
In fact, the expression (2.1.6) can only get the approximate value for it simplifies the fractional differential.
For two-dimensional digital image, as we known, the shortest changing distance of gray-value is one pixel, and the minimal distance for filter processing is one pixel too. The method of airspace filter is moving the mask on the image one pixel each time. Provided the image to be processed has x pixels and y pixels in the negative x and y coordinate respectively. Therefore the biggest divided number on for (2.1.4) is Nx = x/1 = x and Ny = y/1 = y.
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The corresponding fractional differential 3 3 masks on the X and Y coordinate can be captured easily from the expressions of (2.1.7) and (2.1.8), which are shown in Figure 2 . When 0<v<1, it is fractional differential. According to the Figure 2 , we could find the fractional differential mask is a sparse matrix, and its coefficients are nonzero, which indicates that response values of pixels are not zero in plain regions where intensity variations are negligible. We can say that fractional differential would enhance blurry regions of images to some extent.
Multiple Scale-Space Method
It is generally recognised that Harris algorithm can detect real corners under large scales, but the positioning of corners is not accurate. Instead, under small scales, corners positioning is accurate, but false corners ratio increases. A multiple scale-space method combing the feature information under different scales is put forward to improve the detection results. This method improves the autocorrelation matrix M and adopts double discriminants to determine the corners.
Scale space theory is based on scale transformation of the original image, and its goal is to obtain scale space sequences of the image under different scale-space, then realize the edge and corner detection and feature extraction at different resolutions.
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f in represents any signal, and  represents the usual convolution transform. If the maximum of f out is smaller than the maximum of f in , then k is regarded as scale-space kernel.
Gaussian kernel has the property of translation-invariant, rotation-invariant and so on, and it can be proved that Gaussian kernel is the only transformation kernel to realize scale-invariant. Gaussian kernel is defined as:
Scale space representation is obtained from Gaussian filter, and it can be expressed as ( , ) x  space. x and  represent location parameter and scale parameter respectively. This multiple scale-space method is based on Gaussian theory. The key step of multiple scale-space method is to change the autocorrelation matrix M, and fitness scaling is added to M. And the improved M is defined as: 
Where 1
 and D  represent, respectively, the integration and differentiation scales, the operator  represents the usual convolution. 1
, k represents the linear coefficient.
Here we need to compute the corner response function of each points, the corner response function of multiple scale-space method is the same as the one in Harris algorithm.
If the response function value R of a point (x,y) is larger than a given threshold and R is a local maximum, then the point (x,y) is regarded as a corner point. The local maximum is the corner response function value of image points including points under the same scale-space and the same points under different scale-space.
Experimental Result and Analysis
In this section, we are going to compare the improved algorithm with the original Harris algorithm. This section is divided into three parts. In part 1, comparisons are made between original algorithm and improved algorithm (using fractional differential mask). The fractional mask improves Harris algorithm to detect image corners with a lot of detailed information. In part 2, images have been tested and compared using original algorithm and improved algorithm (using multiple scale-space method). Finally an image is tested to illustrate that the two aspects of the improvements can well combined in part 3.
Detection Results of Fractional Differential Mask
As discussed in section 2.1, the coefficients of fractional differential mask are functions of order v, v is taken different value to test the detection results. In this section, v is adopted 0.5 and 0.7 to compare the results of fractional differential mask. Besides, two important criteria to evaluate the improved algorithm have been considered, which are the amount of real corners and accuracy. An image with detailed information have been tested to compare fractional differential mask with Prewitt mask under the same threshold, and then quantitative analysis about Figure 3 is shown in Table 1 , which is used to illustrate the results in detail. As shown in Table 1 , we could find that Harris algorithm detection result is good when dealing with regions with obvious gray-value changes, and a large proportion of corners are detected by the original algorithm. But it is also obvious that some corners are ignored in area where is corrupted by noises or textures. While using fractional differential algorithm, many more real corners are detected, even in blurred edges areas. From Table 1 , we could also find the main shortcoming of improved algorithm is that it obtains more false corners. To some extent, the shortcoming is the negative effects of texture enhancements. As a whole, the detection accuracy of improved algorithm is higher than the original one. Therefore, we can say that the improved algorithm can well enhance texture details and obtains better detection results than the original algorithm.
Detection Results of Multiple Scale-Space Method
In order to verify the detection result of multiple scale-space method, experiments have been carried out on an real-world image. We get different detection results by changing the value of  , which are shown in Figure 4 . It can be concluded from Figure 4 that the improved algorithm can detect more accurate corners than Harris algorithm when  changes. The original algorithm detects less corners when the scale parameter get smaller, while the improved algorithm can preserve a good detection result.
Combination of two Improved Aspects
Another image is tested to illustrate the better detection results of the improved algorithm combined with two improved aspects (v=0.7), and the result is shown in Figure 5 . As shown in Table 2 , we could find many more corners could be detected by the improved algorithm, and the detection accuracy of improved algorithm is higher than the Harris algorithm. In a word, the improved algorithm could obtain better detection result when dealing with images with a lot of detailed informations.
Conclusion
In this paper, firstly, Harris algorithm has been introduced. And then two improvements on Harris algorithm are put forward: one is the fractional differential mask, and the other is multiple scale-space method. Finally experiments are carried out to illustrate the detection results of improved algorithm, which indicate that the improved algorithm is better than the Harris algorithm.
